
DUAL-PURPOSE IN-WALL ENCLOSURES
For AV Storage and Media Distribution
The 9" and 17" Dual-Purpose Enclosures are engineered to provide in-wall or on-wall 
storage of structured wiring and AV components. The dual-purpose enclosures are 
constructed of Wi-Fi transparent material to manage wireless components and AV 
equipment at point-of-use locations, like directly behind a TV or other media centers. 
The enclosures can also be used for structured wiring purposes, as smaller-sized options 
in the existing line of On-Q enhanced structured wiring enclosures. Generous knockout 
configurations support conduit and in-wall wiring, while the cable pass-through cover 
allows for cable connections outside of the enclosure. Built-in cable management keeps 
wiring neat and tidy. The enclosures include a trim plate and drywall clips, allowing for both 
new construction and retrofit installations. The ENP1705-NA-V1 and ENP0905-NA-V1 also 
include a 5" mounting plate with 1.5" of elevation to use as a second layer of mounting – 
freeing up space in the enclosure.  

 

ENP1700-NA: 17" Enclosure with Cover and Trim 
ENP1705-NA-V1: 17" Enclosure with Cover, Trim and Mounting Plate 
 

ENP0900-NA: 9" Enclosure with Cover and Trim 
ENP0905-NA-V1: 9" Enclosure with Cover, Trim and Mounting Plate

ENP0905-NA-V1 

ENP1705-NA-V1

ON-Q 



PACKAGE DIMENSIONS (W X D X H) 
9 INCH  16.5” x 4.5” x 11.5” / 41.91cm x 11.43cm x 29.21cm
17 INCH 16.5” x 4.5” x 19” / 41.91cm x 11.43cm x 48.26cm

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS (W X D X H) 
9 INCH 15.87” x 3.97” x 10.8” / 40.30cm x 10.08cm x 27.43cm
17 INCH 15.87” x 3.97” x 18.52” / 40.30cm x 10.08cm x 47.04cm

UPC 
ENP0900-NA 804428434542
ENP0905-NA-V1 804428434139
ENP1700-NA 804428434146
ENP1705-NA-V1 804428434153

Made with Wi-Fi transparent ABS plastic 
to support wireless routers, streaming 

devices or connected hubs.

17" models are compatible with
Samsung One Connect Box

Top power receptacle and cable
management  knockouts 

Trim ring conceals messy
drywall leaving a clean,
professional installation 

Built-in hook and loop 
locations

Compatible with

Bottom power receptacle and 
cable management  knockouts

Mounting plate with 1.5" of elevation 
allows for 2nd layer of mounting. 
Plate included with -V1 models. 

Plate part number: AC1050

Flush, Wi-Fi transparent, removable cover 
with venting and cable access. 17" models 
include split cover that supports removal 

even when partially covered
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